Crossword 15,513 Set by Gozo

The 16 unnumbered clues are presented in alphabetical order of their solutions.

Dispute Petruchio's aim, do you say? (9)
A dead seabird enters interchange (9)
Bank of Scotland adventurous? Not very (4)
Short set of instructions to make cheese (4)
Beaten by one exploit in another (8)
Damaged trees in dead area left abandoned (8)
Medical condition having liquid medication put on middle of eye (6)
Plants from the marsh appearing sky-high? (5, 5)
Space traveller encountered Roe climbing (6)
Run round vestries for terrier (9)
Controlling influence of coach during time-off (9)
Music in D sharp – nothing unusual to young beginner (8)
African pioneer moaned audibly by the way (8)
A nuisance tests out woven designs (10)
Face north-east – turn ship around (6)

ACROSS
1 Join together again -- you don't say! (6)
11 Good boss making thick soup (5)
12 Irritated about love (4)
15 Sound device is loud and very good, not working outside (4-3)
16 Drink for small German gentleman at end of party (6)
21 Valley encompassing setter's territory (7)
23 High estate in which larks gather (10)
27 Resin some fuel emits (5)
30 Impassioned male getting date wrong (6)

DOWN
3 Learning that the art gallery is empty (4)
5 Apparently singular snack for groups of sportsmen (7)
6 Score minus two with second book (10)
7 Note representative, beginning to improve speeds (5)
9 Gratitude to Eisteddfod winner for knight's coat (6)
14 Plants from the marsh appearing sky-high? (5, 5)
20 Pulled out or turned in (7)
22 Alternative to dole is cosmic waste (6)
24 New in district, found place of entertainment (5)

Copies of How to Sound Clever by Hubert van den Bergh and So You Think You Can Spell by David L. Grambs and Ellen S. Levine, published by A&C Black, will be awarded to the senders of the first three correct entries opened on Wednesday April 12. Entries marked Crossword 15,513 on the envelope, should be sent to Weekend FT, One Southwark Bridge, London SE1 9HL. Solution on April 15.